Stone Hill
Stone Hill is having
a pre-season blow
out sale on all of its
decorative garden
pots.
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Peace of Mind at Home
Nob Hill is excited about the
newest addition of merchandise recently added to our

you, through us.
Whether it’s wall mounted,
built into a cabinet, or just out
of sight, a safe will buy you
time and protection in the
event of a robbery or fire that
even the most advanced secu-

We
need to
make

tion of heavy duty construction and sophisticated locking
mechanisms to prevent theft,

room for
new inventory for
the 2010 season,
and these pots are
priced to move.
Now is a great time
to take advantage
of the phenomenal
deals and be ready
once spring arrives.

Select fireplace surrounds are also
marked up to 80%
off in order to make
room . Stop by or
call to see what we
have for you!
www.stonehilldesigns.com

Storage Vault
Wall Mounted Safe

showroom. Residential safes.
AMSEC (American Security
Products Company) has dedicated itself to manufacturing
high quality, high security safes
since 1946. They offer over
400 standard models of burglary and fire resistant safes,
and now they are available to

Four Drawer Cabinet

rity systems can not. These
safes can protect your important documents and other
valuables conveniently at
home. They use a combina-

as well as advanced materials
to protect against fires. They
are available with either a
combination lock or with an
electronic key pad. There are
also a variety of accessories
available to help store your
valuables within the safe.
Please call or stop in today for
more information.

Schaub is Bringing Leather Back
Schaub has recently released the latest addition
to its very innovative Symphony collection. The
new pulls and knobs are
exquisitely designed with a
combination of leather
and exotic inlays. There
are six different leathers
available to chose from,
Ambassador, Antique
Green, Antique Red, Black
www.nobhillhardware.com

Angus, Chocolate, and Sienna. You
can opt to combine two different

types of leathers together in one
pull, or add a touch of modishness
and merge any one of the leathers
with either White Mother-Of-Pearl

or Tiger Penshell. The
solid brass parts are available in Polished Nickel,
Paris Brass, Champagne
Silver, and Dark Antique
Bronze. With all of these
options there should be no
problem coming up with
something totally unique to
satisfy your hardware
needs. Stop by and see
them today!
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